
Model Staff Report to Support Resolution 

Authorizing TCAP to Procure Electricity for 2018-2022 

This resolution is designed to support the second of several opportunities for TCAP 

members to contract for electricity for the post-2017 time period.  If interested in contracting for 

a five-year term (2018-2022) during 2016, the authorizing resolution must be passed by the 

governing body of the interested TCAP member by February 25, 2016.  The deadline will allow 

definition of the load to be served under each of three different electric supply options, which 

must be at least a minimum of 50 megawatts.  Also, the deadline will give the wholesale 

provider ample opportunity to lock a fixed-price, equal to or less than a specific benchmark for 

each ERCOT zone, before June 30, 2016.  When that supply scenario is locked, each member 

that passed the authorizing resolution must immediately sign a contract for that power.  Please 

Note:  The draft resolution is in Word and blanks must be filled in to identify the member, the 

preferred supply option and several individuals by name or position who will sign the contract 

when the appropriate price point is reached.   

Explanation of Whereas Clauses: 

What is TCAP? 

As reflected in the fourth and seventh Whereas clauses, TCAP is a non-profit, political 

subdivision corporation, owned and controlled by its 171 political subdivision members, the vast 

majority of whom are cities.  TCAP was formed in 2011 from the merger of Cities Aggregation 

Power Project (“CAPP”) and South Texas Aggregation Project (“STAP”), both of which were 

created in 2001, shortly before retail deregulation became effective on January 1, 2002.  TCAP is 

governed by a 15 member board of directors, all of whom must be city employees or elected city 

officials.  Typically, board members have been mayors, city managers, assistant city managers, 

finance directors or city attorneys.  

Market Benefits of TCAP 

An individual city, citizen or commercial customer can only purchase power directly 

from a Retail Electric Provider (“REP”) which under Texas law exists to give the impression of a 

competitive market.  REPs cannot generate electricity, nor can they own wires.  As reflected in 

the second and fourth Whereas clauses, TCAP, as a political subdivision corporation, uniquely 

can go directly to the wholesale market.  CAPP and STAP, prior to their merger into TCAP, 

separated contracts between a wholesale supplier and an independent REP, providing TCAP 

consultants with greater insight into the margins of various market participants than would be 

possible for most consumers.  A broker or a REP would hand a form contract to an individual 

consumer.  In the case of TCAP, no form contract is acceptable and, because of the size of 

TCAP’s load, both wholesale suppliers and REPs are willing to negotiate contract terms that are 

beneficial to TCAP members, enabling the refunds members have consistently received, special 

terms for adds and deletes, including an ability to add new loads at current market prices even if 

the market price is lower than the price of the master agreement.  
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TCAP’s benefits regarding pricing 

TCAP’s membership consumes approximately 1.4 billion kWh annually which amounts 

to approximately $100 million in revenue for the wholesale provider at current contract prices.  

The value of the aggregated load is extremely appealing to wholesale market participants, 

enabling TCAP to get the market competitive pricing at any particular moment.  As reflected in 

the third Whereas clause, in addition to the size of its load, TCAP derives benefit from 

geographic diversity.  TCAP members reside in all four ERCOT zones and are spread between 

the entire length and breadth of Texas, from Wichita Falls to Harlingen and Fort Stockton to 

Palestine.  Since consumption is influenced by weather and since weather conditions are seldom 

the same across all of Texas, it is unlikely that all TCAP members are reaching peak 

consumption simultaneously.  If the peaks of all TCAP members were totaled, the sum would 

equal 313.1 MW.  But a wholesale supplier looks at the peak consumption of TCAP as an 

aggregated load rather than the sum of the peaks of all members.  TCAP’s peak demand is 246.9 

MW.  That reduction in peak is a specific and unique benefit of aggregation.  And unlike other 

aggregation groups that accept counties and school districts as members, TCAP has focused its 

membership on cities and other political subdivisions that have a relationship with cities to 

maintain the very favorable load factor of cities with high off peak consumption from street 

lights which provides favorable pricing terms.  

History of CAPP, STAP, TCAP pricing 

As reflected in the fifth and eighth Whereas clauses, aggregated cities have historically 

been interested in flat, fixed-price, full-requirements contracts and price stability.  The resolution 

under consideration maintains that goal for a five-year period at a price much lower than the 

current contract price.  In 2002, CAPP and STAP were able to obtain prices for energy at 4 cents 

per kWh.  Very quickly after retail deregulation was implemented, natural gas prices started to 

rise, and they continued on an upward trend until late 2008.  In late 2008, CAPP cities were 

paying approximately 13.5 cents per kWh.  Fear that natural gas price volatility would continue 

to result in high electricity rates, CAPP cities were excited to lock-in long term rates beginning 

in 2009 that were significantly lower than prices experienced in the 2007-2008 time frame.  

STAP cities experienced their highest rate in 2006 at slightly more than 9 cents per kWh.  STAP 

cities saw prices drop to around 7.8 cents per kWh in 2008 and were happy to find a contract that 

would stabilize prices in the 7 to 8 cent range for an extended period.  When CAPP and STAP 

members signed new contacts in late 2008, no one could have predicted that the economy was 

about to enter a multi-year recession and that fracking would bring a glut of natural gas to a 

market with reduced demand, putting natural gas and electricity prices into a downward trend.  

Fortunately, gas prices have continued to drop and now TCAP members have an opportunity to 

again capture rates in the range of, and hopefully below, 4 cents per kWh.  

Contract Requirements 

As explained in the tenth Whereas clause, there is no legal requirement that a city engage 

in a competitive bidding process prior to contracting for electricity.  The primary expectation of 

contracting for wholesale energy in a deregulated energy market is that a purchaser sign a 

contract accepting a particular offered price within 24 hours of receipt of the offer.  NYMEX gas 

futures prices change daily, and since gas prices drive electricity prices, it is unlikely that any 

given price quote for wholesale electricity during a given period will remain open for more than 
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a day.  As explained in the ninth Whereas clause, TCAP members are expected to immediately 

execute a contract once TCAP’s supplier is able to lock in a price at or below the benchmark 

prices specified in the resolutions for a five-year period commencing January 1, 2018.  That is 

why Section 2 of the resolution requires the naming of specific individuals with whom TCAP 

can correspond and provide a contract for signing when appropriate.  

Resolution’s Objective 

As explained in the eleventh thru fourteenth Whereas clauses, after the size of the load 

for the 2015 contract opportunity is defined by February 25, 2016, TCAP’s supplier will look for 

an opportunity to lock prices for the five-year term at or below specified benchmarks (4.1 – 4.25 

cents per kWh).  That may happen by the second week of March, but if it appears that prices are 

trending downward, TCAP will direct its designated supplier, NextEra, to daily monitor the 

market to hopefully capture a price under lower than benchmarked prices.  The window of 

opportunity for capturing a reasonable price at or below the benchmarks will expire by June 30, 

2016. TCAP will develop another supply opportunity in the Fall of 2016 for any members not 

contracting in this offering.  

TCAP benefits 

TCAP membership not only provides political subdivisions with resources to monitor 

markets, capture reasonable prices and best available terms, stabilize budgets, address problems 

with invoices and help with governmental reports, provide best of class portals to understand 

consumption patterns, membership also affords an opportunity to represent to constituents that 

they have an advocate on their behalf.  

CHOICE OF SUPPLY OPTION 

Whereas Clause 13 identifies three different supply options that TCAP has arranged as 

choices for each member.  Option 1 is a fixed price for all consumption regardless of time of day.  

The price will not exceed 4.1 cents per kWh in the North and West ERCOT zones.  It will not 

exceed 4.25 cents per kWh in the Houston and South zones.  The actual price is likely to be less 

than the benchmark prices.  The prices will become effective January 1, 2018.  Given that these 

prices are to be locked in 2016 and will not expire until December 31, 2022, they are reflective 

of the lowest prices for electricity experienced since the retail market was deregulated January 1, 

2002.  Generally speaking, there ought to be an expectation that the price of energy will climb 

marginally for each year of the contract term beyond two years.  The possibility of locking-in 

energy prices at or below 4 cents per kWh for a period that terminates in seven years is truly 

remarkable based upon the history of deregulation. 

In the Spring of 2015, TCAP consultants received indicative fixed-prices around 4.5 

cents per kWh.  They then developed two supply options to the fixed price full requirements 

contract that offered attractive savings opportunities.  Both Options 2 and 3 have variable 

components related to the energy spot market.  While the average spot price in the past three 

years has been $32.14/Mwh (2013), $38.50/Mwh (2014), $25.53/Mwh (2015), respectively, it is 

important to note that spot market prices can change every 15 minutes, therefore it is impossible 

to provide members a precise price for Options 2 and 3.  While they provide an opportunity for 

savings off of the benchmarked prices for Option 1, savings cannot be guaranteed, and thus 
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Option 2 and 3 involve risk to that does not exist with Option 1.  A TCAP member that is 

completely risk adverse should select Option 1.   

Option 2 fixes a price for the peak usage period and then turns to the spot market for all 

off-peak usage.  When TCAP was developing these products in 2014, there was a large enough 

gap between fixed price options and spot prices that this option looked very attractive.  Now, 

with market prices at historic recent term lows, both spot prices and fixed prices have fallen and 

their price differential has shrunk to the point that future savings from the spot market may not 

be as great as the risk of future price increases.  The following graph shows how low current spot 

market prices have gone. 

 

Option 2 was developed with the anticipation that spot prices during the off peak period 

would be in the range of $10/MWh to $40/MWh ($0.01-$0.04/kWh) over time for spot 

purchases. Our latest quotes for fully fixed priced products (Option 1) includes off peak pricing 

fixed at under $20/MWh.  These low Option 1 fixed prices for off peak usage may make it 

harder for future off peak spot prices to create additional savings under Option 2 over time even 

though the customer will be incurring market price risk. 

Option 3 begins with the purchase of a block of power to cover the base use of all 

members who commit to this option.  Block power, since it is a firm commitment 24 hours a day, 

is the cheapest form of energy available in the wholesale market.  Daytime peak consumption 

will be partly covered by a fixed price for solar power with all other consumption supplied by the 

spot market.   

In considering Option 2, TCAP consultants would tell you that with current prices about 

a half cent less than the price that existed when Option 2 was conceptualized last Spring, it will 

be difficult for Option 2 to generate savings sufficient to justify its selection.  Option 3 with its 

majority reliance on the cheapest form of energy has a greater probability than Option 2 of 
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producing savings over Option 1.  But again, with such low Option 1 fixed priced products now 

available to TCAP members, and since there are no guarantees that Options 2 or 3, which utilize 

spot market pricing, will remain as attractive as they were even a few months ago. 

EXPLANATION OF “BE IT RESOLVED” SECTIONS 

Section 1. Authorizes TCAP to submit the members load, along with the load of other 

authorizing members, to be aggregated into a pool by TCAP’s wholesale 

supplier for a contract commencing January 1, 2018 and terminating 

December 31, 2022 with the understanding that the fixed, full-requirements 

price under Option 1 must not exceed 4.1 cents per kWh in the North and 

West zones and must not exceed 4.25 cents in the Houston and South zones. 

Section 2. Sets conditions precedent that the aggregated load exceed 50 MW, that the 

resolution be passed before February 25, 2016, and that NextEra has until 

June 3, 2016 to lock in a fixed price for the aggregated load that does not 

exceed benchmark prices.  It also requires the designation of a specific 

individual, by name or title, who are authorized to sign a contract within 24 

hours of submittal, assuming the conditions have been met. 

Section 3. Consistent with the last two Whereas clauses, this section commits the 

member to budget for and approve funds necessary to pay for the member’s 

proportionate share of the aggregated load that TCAP commits to with 

NextEra.  TCAP will contract with NextEra based upon representations of 

authorizing members, each of whom will be provided with a  Commercial 

Electric Service Agreement (“CESA”) with GEXA, the current REP, that 

extends current retail service terms with the lower wholesale price arranged 

with NextEra for the 2018-2020 time period.  

Section 4. In order for TCAP to be informed of the passage of the resolution so that the 

member’s load can be aggregated by NextEra, this section specifies that a 

copy of the resolution should be sent to TCAP’s Executive Director and 

General Counsel.  
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